
 

 

National Unity Day  is popularly known as Rashtriya Ekta Diwas. The 31st of October is the natal day 

of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. He was a famous personality for unity throughout the entire nation. 

National Unity Day is observed on the 31st of October every year all over India. It is celebrated to 

memorize the Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel, who united the nation. National Unity is the strength that 

inspires every citizen in India. It is the best way to remove inequalities among Indians. National Unity 

is one of the essential aspects to build a strong nation. 

In memory of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Government of India has constructed a huge statue 

of the Iron Man of India near the Narmada River in Gujarat. Also, to acknowledge the struggles 

and sacrifices of the First Deputy Prime Minister of independent India- Sardar Patel, the 

government of India announced the National Unity Day on his birth anniversary.  In the official 

provide an opportunity to re-affirm the inherent strength and resilience of our nation to withstand 

the actual and potential threats to the unity, integrity and security of our country.  

Every person in every Country is used to take a pledge about behaving in a proper way in the 

Country to develop a Nation to do all the possible activities for the betterment of the people. It is 

very important for every people to develop that thing by which every people can be able to get 

every type of Facility and Services for their own benefit and profit. It is very necessary for all the 

people to get all the tasks in a proper manner to carry out all the activities in a proper way with 

the confidence of every people to achieve success in it.  

 



RDSDE/NSTI(W) Trivandrum Celebrated National Unity Day  2020 and Pledge also  taken by 
the Staff members  of RDSDE and NSTI.  

                        

Trainees of NSTI also taken the pledge and various competitions conducted for them such as 
inspirational Speech and Digital Painting. 
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